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Abstrat. A large number of energeti eletrons are generated during solar ares. They
arry a substantial part of the are released energy but how these eletrons are reated
is not fully understood yet.
This paper suggests that plasma motion in an ative region in the photosphere is the
soure of large eletri urrents. These urrents an be desribed by marosopi iruits.
Under speial irumstanes urrents an establish in the orona along magneti eld
lines. The energy released by these urrents when moderate assumptions for the loal
onditions are made, is found be omparable to the are energy.
Key words: Sun: ares  Sun: X-rays, gamma rays  Aeleration of partiles
1. Introdution
In the ourse of solar ares a large amount of energy is suddenly released
and transferred into loal heating of the oronal plasma, mass motions (e.g.,
jets and oronal mass ejetions), enhaned emission of both eletromagneti
radiation (from the radio- up to the γ-ray range) and energeti partiles
(i.e., eletrons, protons, and heavy ions). Energeti eletrons are responsi-
ble for the non-thermal radio and X-ray emission of the Sun. Moreover they
arry a substantial part of the released are energy (Lin and Hudson, 1971;
Lin, 1974; Emslie et al., 2004). Oberservations by RHESSI
1
indiate that
are produed high energeti (≥ 20 keV) eletron uxes F
e
are of the or-
der of F
e
≈ 1036 1/s related to a power P
e
of about P
e
≈ 1022W = 1029 erg/s
(Smith and Smith, 1963; Heyvaerts, 1974; Lin, 1974; Emslie et al., 2004;
1
RHESSI stands for the Ramaty High Energy Solar Spetrosopi Imager
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Figure 1: The gure shows a are ribbon as observed by TRACE spaeraft on Oto-
ber 28, 2003. The ontour plots are obtained by RHESSI, i.e., the loop-top soft X-ray
soure is loated in the middle and the footpoint hard X-ray soures are loated beside
the loop-top soure.
Warmuth et al., 2007). However it is still unlear how so many eletrons
are aelerated up to high energies within frations of a seond.
In this paper a realisti are senario is theoretially modelled. It on-
siders genuine parameters basing on average observations of aring ative
regions, e.g., see the event on Otober 28, 2003 as presented by the TRACE
2
image in Fig. 1. This image also ontains the RHESSI X-ray ontour plots,
i.e., the loop-top soft X-ray soure is loated in the middle of the piture,
whereas the footpoint hard X-ray soures are loated next to the loop-top
soure. The following onlusions an be drawn from this gure: The hard
X-ray soures (Fig. 1) have a diameter of about ⊘
s
= 10× 106m resulting in
a soure area A
s
= π (⊘s/2)2 = 78.5 × 1012m2. Both hard X-ray soures are
separated from one another by about L
s
= 70Mm (Fig. 1). If it is assumed
that both hard X-ray footpoints are loated at the same height above the
photosphere and belong to one irular magneti eld line, then this mag-
neti loop has an ar length of L
o
= (πLs)/2 ≈ 110Mm.
The average kineti energyW of one energeti eletron an be estimated
by W ≈ Pe/F
e
= 1022 W/(1036 s−1) ≈ 62.4 keV orresponding to an average ve-
2
TRACE stands for the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer
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Figure 2: Simplied sketh of the geometrial onguration right even at the are ignition
in the solar orona. The urrent density
~j is established in the orona as a result of harge
separation in the photosphere.
loity V = 0.454 c ≈ 136Mm/s, where c represents the speed of light. This
veloity an be used to retrieve the eletron density N
a
of the aeler-
ated eletrons N
a
≈ Fe/(2A
s
V ) = 1.17× 1013m−3. The 2 in this last equa-
tion originates from the fat that RHESSI usually observes two hard X-ray
soures at the footpoints (as it an be seen in Fig. 1). By assuming a typial
eletron density N
o
= 1015m−3 in the are region (see e.g., Ashwanden,
2002), i.e., onsidering the density orresponding to the eletron plasma
frequeny of about 300MHz, it an be seen that only a fration of the
available eletrons is nally aelerated, i.e., N
a
≈ 1.2%N
o
. However the
energy ontained in the aelerated eletrons in omparison to the plasma
eletrons' thermal energy (three degrees of freedom are assumed) in the
are region an be determined by
(N
a
W)/(1.5N
o
k
B
T ) ≈ 14.1%. The quan-
tity k
B
stands for Boltzmann's onstant. Here a typial are temperature
T = 40MK has been adopted, whih is a value obtained from the photon
uxes observed by RHESSI (Warmuth et al., 2007). Of ourse these val-
ues represent only rough estimates, but they impressively demonstrate that
during ares just a small number of eletrons are aelerated to relatively
high energies.
Currently several dierent eletron aeleration mehanisms in the solar
orona are known. All of these mehanisms have the priniple of aeler-
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(a) Translation of Fig. 2 into a iruit
diagram.
(b) The simplied eletri iruit is ex-
trated from the (II)nd bluely oloured
mesh of the iruit in Fig. 3(a).
Figure 3: Eletri iruit diagrams
ation due to eletri elds in ommon, but dier in the proesses leading
to the generation of the eletri eld. In the present paper the generation
of a large sale DC eletri eld is disussed in terms of eletri iruits,
whih is related to a urrent generated due to photospheri plasma mo-
tion (e.g., Alfvén and Carlqvist, 1967; Sen and White, 1972; Martres et al.,
1973; Heyvaerts, 1974; Obayashi, 1975; Akasofu, 1979; Kan et al., 1983;
Melrose, 1997; Zaitsev et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2004; Zaitsev, 2005). Mo-
tivated by these papers, the eletri urrents are investigated in order to
obtain a mehanism for the aeleration of eletrons to high energies. The
basi idea of this mehanism is to generate the are energy by photospheri
plasma motion in ative regions. This is in ontradition to the reonnetion
model in whih the magneti eld energy in the orona is taken for the are.
2. Desription of the Model
Consider a bipolar ative region in the photosphere. The magneti loops
built ar like strutures onneting regions of dierent magneti polarities.
These regions are separated from eah other by the magneti neutral line.
4 Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 4
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Sine the temperature in the photosphere is about 5.8 kK the plasma is
only partly ionised, whereas in the orona the temperature is suiently
high to ionise most of the elements ompletely. The ative regions are re-
lated to high magneti eld onentration penetrating the photosphere.
For instane Yang et al. (2004) have reported magneti ux densities in
the ase of NOAA AR 10486 (Otober 29, 2003) reahing up to 0.15T.
They also mention photospheri ow motion with veloities up to 1.6 km/s.
These observations are not unusual (see e.g., Kitahara and Kurokawa, 1990;
Wang et al., 2003, 2004). Hene it is known that the photospheri matter
is in motion (e.g., the Evershed motion (Evershed, 1909; Chitre, 1968), y-
loni (also alled vortex like) plasma motion (see e.g., Martres et al., 1973;
Hofmann et al., 1992)) and often high plasma shear veloities an be seen in
the photosphere (Shleiher et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004).
In Fig. 2 a bipolar ative region is shematially presented. The plane
represents an area on the solar photosphere, where a bipolar ative region
is loated. The blak dotted arrows represent the magneti ux density
~B
onneting the regions of dierent magneti polarities whih are separated
by the magneti neutral line. Due to the photospheri plasma motion the
Lorentz fore q ~u
ind
× ~B ats on the harges q of the plasma and leads to
generation of an eletri urrent. If the diretion of the plasma veloity
~u
ind
is reversed at the veloity separatrix (dashed line) in Fig. 2, as it is
indiated by the veloity arrows ~u
ind
, then the Lorentz fore points either
toward the veloity separatrix or away from it, depending on the diretions
of the magneti ux vetor and the plasma veloity vetor.
The generated urrent leads to eletri iruits: Eletri urrents al-
ways hoose the path of the lowest resistane. Sine the plasma resistivity
is highly dependent on the temperature, the ondutivity in the orona is
about 1 090 times higher than in the photospheri plasma (Spitzer, 1965).
In suh a plasma the harged partiles propagate along the magneti eld
lines orresponding to eletri wires. If there is a magneti onnetion be-
tween two oppositely harged areas through the orona, possibly as a result
of magneti reonnetion, an eletri urrent an lose the eletri iruit
(Alfvén and Carlqvist, 1967; Heyvaerts, 1974) through the orona (Fig. 2).
Then an eletri eld ours along the oronal magneti eld lines and ats
on the eletrons within the oronal loop, and aelerates them along the
magneti eld up to high energies beyond 100 keV.
Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 5 5
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3. The Eletri Ciruit Model
The model (see Fig. 2) desribed in the previous setion is translated into a
system of eletri iruits as drawn in Fig. 3(a). There are two eletri power
supplies u1 and u2 for the both dierent regions of magneti polarity at the
bipolar ative region. Eah of them has its own internal resistor, namely
r3 and r4. The indued urrent an be losed via the photosphere of eah
region, i.e., via the resistors r1 and r2, and/or by an interonnetion between
these both regions, i.e., via the resistors r
i,1 and ri,2. These interonnetions
an be established by both through the photosphere, i.e., via the resistors
r6 and r8, and through the orona via the resistors r5 and r7. The latter
an only happen, if there is a magneti onnetion present between both
dierently polarised regions of the ative region through the orona. For
simpliity, the resistors r5 and r6, as well as r7 and r8 are ombined to
r
i,1 = r5r6/(r5+r6) and ri,2 = r7r8/(r7+r8). Note that the resistors r5 and r7
are oronal resistors, whereas the other ones are loated in the photosphere.
Sine the resistivity is muh lower in the orona than in the photosphere, the
relationship rn ≪ ro for all n ∈ {5, 7} and all o ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} is satised.
Therefore r
i,1 and ri,2 beome either ri,1 ≈ r5 or ri,1 ≈ r6 and ri,2 ≈ r7 or
r
i,2 ≈ r8 depending on whether there is a magneti onnetion through the
orona or not, respetively.
Applying Kirhho's laws on the iruit presented in Fig. 3(a) the im-
portant result i5 = i6 is found, i.e., there are always two equal but oppositely
direted urrents onneting the iruits of both magneti regions. An ex-
tended evaluation of the iruit system (Fig. 3(a)) provides the value for
the urrent
i5 =
r1(r2 + r4)u1 − r2(r1 + r3)u2
r1r3 (r2 + r4) + r2r4 (r1 + r3) + (ri,1 + ri,2) (r1 + r3) (r2 + r4)
(1)
interonneting both regions of the ative region (Önel, 2008). Aording to
Eq. (1) a fully symmetrial iruit, i.e., u1 = u2, r1 = r2, and r3 = r4 would
diretly lead to i5 = i6 = 0. This means the eletrial iruit would be om-
pletely losed through the photosphere and no urrent would ow through
the interonneting resistors, neither through the oronal part (r5 and r7),
nor through the photospheri part (r6 and r8). However a minor asymmetry
(e.g., aused by dierent plasma ow veloities in the photosphere u1 6= u2
and/or dierent values of the resistors r1, r2, r3, and r4) would lead to the
6 Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 6
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is shown in dependen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temperature T and eletron density N
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(b) The eletri resistivity η is plotted in
dependene on the temperature for two
dierent eletron densities. The dots in
the diagram mark the onditions for the
photosphere (N
e
= 4× 10
19
m
−3
) and the
orona (N
e
= N
o
= 10
15
m
−3
).
Figure 4: Dreier eld and Spitzer resistivity both aording to Önel (2008)
ourrene of suh oppositely direted (Fig. 3(a)) urrents i5 = i6 6= 0 inter-
onneting both parts of the bipolar ative region. The eletrons building
up these two urrents an be understood as the soure of the hard X-ray
footpoint soures, whih are usually observed by RHESSI (see Fig. 1). The
hard X-ray emission is onsidered to be generated by energeti eletrons via
bremsstrahlung (Brown, 1971, 1972).
Sine eletri urrents always hoose the path of the lowest resistane,
whih is through the orona in the onsidered ase, the omplete eletri
iruit an be simplied to a single mesh as drawn in Fig. 3(b). In that
iruit a DC power supply U is serially onneted with four marosopi
resistors (R
ph,1, Rph,2, ri,1, and ri,2). The two power supplies from Fig. 3(a)
are onsidered to be merged into the one power supply of Fig. 3(b), i.e.,
U = u1 − u2. Sine the oronal ontributions of the interonnetion resistors
r
i,1 and ri,2 from Fig. 3(a) are muh smaller than the photospheri ones,
r
i,1 ≈ Ro,1 and ri,2 ≈ Ro,2 is obtained. For simpliity Rph = Rph,1 = Rph,2
and R
o
= R
o,1 = Ro,2 are hosen.
A marosopi resistor R = (ηL)/A is given by its ross setional area
A, length L, and eletri resistivity η. The rst two parameters (A and
L) are questions of geometry, whereas the eletri resistivity is a plasma
Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 7 7
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parameter depending strongly on the plasma temperature T and weakly
on the eletron density N
e
(see Fig. 4(b)). To hoose these parameters,
the example shown in Fig. 1 is employed: For instane the hard X-ray
soure's diameter ⊘
s
is assumed to be about ⊘
s
≈ 10× 106m, whereas
its depth d
s
is (aording to the depth of the photosphere) onsidered
to be d
s
≈ 500 km (see e.g., Priest, 1984), thus A
ph
= d
s
⊘
s
= 5× 1012m2
is obtained. L
ph
= 40× 106m is used for the length of the photospheri
resistor and the distane between the two hard X-ray soures is about
L
s
= 70× 106m (see Fig. 1). Assuming the overlying magneti loop to be
a semiirle, the length L
o
= (πLs)/2 ≈ 110 × 106m is found. The ross se-
tional area of the loop an be estimated by A
s
whih aording to Se. 1. an
be obtained by RHESSI observations, i.e., A
s
≈ 80× 1012m2 = A
o
. A-
ording to Fig 4(b) the eletri resistivity in the photosphere and orona for
these given parameters is η
ph
= 9.13 × 10−3 Ωm and η
o
= 8.37 × 10−6 Ωm,
respetively. With these parameters the values
R
ph
=
η
ph
L
ph
A
ph
= 73.0× 10−9 Ω (2)
R
o
=
η
o
L
o
A
o
= 11.5 × 10−12 Ω (3)
are obtained for the resistors of the iruit shown in Fig. 3(b).
The indued voltage
U = u
ind
BL
ph
(4)
is determined using Faraday's indution law, if u
ind
and B denote the speed
of the photospheri ow and the loal magneti ux density, respetively.
Kirhho's law provides
I
mesh (II)
=
U
2 (R
ph
+R
o
)
≈ U
2R
ph
= u
ind
B
A
ph
η
ph
(5)
for the urrent (see Fig. 3(b)). Note that the value of the urrent is inde-
pendent of the length of the photospheri resistor. If it is assumed that the
are power P
e
= 1022W (see Se. 1.) is equal to the eletri power in the
oronal resistors of the iruit in Fig. 3(b), then
I
mesh (II)
=
√
P
e
2R
o
≈ 2.08× 1016 A (6)
8 Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 8
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an be derived by using U
o
= R
o
I
mesh (II)
, where U
o
represents the po-
tential drop in one of the oronal resistors. Sine there are two resistors in
the orona, the 2 appears in the denominator of the middle-part of Eq. (6)
and in the following denominator of the eletri urrent estimation. Note
that the urrent is in good agreement with the eletri urrent of about
(F
e
e)/2 ≈ 8× 1016 A, whih is generated by the observed energeti (≥ 20 keV)
eletron ux of about F
e
≈ 1036 1/s (see Se. 1.). The quantity e stands for
the elementary harge. By using Eqs. (2), (4), (5), and (6) a onstraint for
the produt u
ind
B an be found
u
ind
B =
I
mesh (II)
A
ph/(2η
ph
)
≈ 76.1V/m. (7)
This requirement (Eq. (7)) an be fullled, e.g., for u
ind
≈ 870m/s and
B ≈ 0.087T, whih are reasonable onditions for the photosphere (see e.g.,
Yang et al., 2004). Finally the eletri eld along the oronal loop is esti-
mated to be E = −Uo/L
o
≈ −2.18 × 10−3 V/m. The potential drop at one
of the oronal resistors is U
o
≈ 240 kV, and Eq. (4) gives U ≈ 3× 109 V for
the power supply's voltage.
In order to asses whether the photospheri ow an support the are the
following estimation is done: The ontinuous photospheri plasma motion
along the way dX = u
ind
dt in the time interval dt builds up an energy of
dW
s
= (N
ph,e
A
ph
L
ph
) (eu
ind
B)dX, (8)
due to the ation of the Lorentz fore eu
ind
B. Here N
ph,e
, and N
ph,e
A
ph
L
ph
stand for the total eletron number density in the photosphere, and the total
number of eletrons in the volume of A
ph
× L
ph
, respetively. Therefore the
power of the photospheri motion
P
ph
=
dW
s
dt
= (N
ph,e
A
ph
L
ph
) (eu
ind
B)u
ind
= eN
ph,e
A
ph
L
ph
B u2
ind
≈ 8.4 × 1025W (9)
(when L
ph
= 4× 107m, u
ind
= dX/dt = 870m/s, and B = 0.087T, as intro-
dued in Se. 3., and N
ph,e
= 4× 1019m−3 are used) is muh higher than the
required are released power in the orona. Hene the photospheri motion
possesses more than enough power needed for the are.
Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 9 9
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Figure 5: A to unity normalised one dimensional relativisti Maxwellian veloity distri-
bution f
rel
plotted for a temperature of T = 1.4MK is presented as a funtion of the
normalised eletron veloity β. The runaway region β
D
< β is lled, i.e., about 2.3%
of the total eletrons are aelerated when an eletri eld of E ≈ −2.18× 10−3 V/m is
hosen.
4. Eletron Aeleration
Eletrons gain energy only by eletri eld aeleration. In this paper the
eletron aeleration is aused by the eletri eld related to the potential
drop at the oronal resistor. Sine the eletri eld is aligned along the
magneti eld in the oronal loop, the equation of motion for an eletron
3
an be written in its one-dimensional form
dp
dt
= −eE −m
e
sign[p]
∣∣D∣∣. (10)
The quantities t and p = (mec β)/
√
1−β2 denote the time and the eletron's
momentum, respetively. The normalised eletron veloity β is given by
β = V/c with V as the eletron's veloity. The quantity D stands for the
eletron's deeleration due to Coulomb ollisions (Önel et al., 2007). By
inserting the expression for the eletron's momentum into Eq. (10)
dp
dt
= m
e
cγ3
dβ
dt
= −eE −m
e
sign[β]
∣∣D∣∣ (11)
3
The eletron is supposed to arry the negative elementary harge −e and to possess
the rest mass m
e
.
10 Cent. Eur.Astrophys. Bull. vol (2018) 1, 10
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is obtained, if γ = 1/
√
1−β2 for the Lorentz fator γ is used. The momen-
tum hange per ar length x along the magneti eld an be derived from
Eq. (11), i.e.,
dp/dx = m
e
c γ3 · dβ/dx = 1/βc · dp/dt.
An eletron travelling through an eletron-proton plasma experienes
Coulomb ollisions, whih always make the eletron lose energy. Thus the
eletron momentum hanges by deeleration, as desribed in the very last
sum of Eq. (11). The Coulomb deeleration D in an eletron-proton plasma
has two ontributions, namely the eletron-eletron interation D
e
and the
eletron-proton interation D
p
, i.e., D = D
e
+D
p
. Eah of these ontribu-
tions is given by
∀l ∈ {e,p} : Dl =
Z2l e
4Nl ln[Λl]
4πǫ20 (1/me + 1/ml)
−2 c2β2l
for βl 6= 0 (12)
(see e.g., Önel et al., 2007). The quantity ǫ0 stands for the permittivity of
free spae, whereas Zl represents the harge number
4
, ml the rest mass,
and Nl the number density of the partile speies l ∈ {e for eletron ,p for
proton}. βl represents the relative veloity of the eletron with respet to
the eletrons and protons of the plasma, in whih the eletron propagates.
Hene β
e
=
√
β2 + 3β2
therm
and β
p
≈ β are the relative veloities of a moving
eletron with respet to eletrons and protons of the (bakground) plasma.
β
therm
=
√
(k
B
T )/(m
e
c2) is the thermal veloity normalised to the speed of
light. The Coulomb logarithm ln [Λj ] = ln
∣∣∣
√
(λ2
D
+b2
0,j)/(2b20,j)
∣∣∣ ontains the
Debye length λ
D
=
√
(ǫ0k
B
T )/(N
e
e2) and the Coulomb ollision impat pa-
rameter b0,j =
∣∣∣∣ e24πǫ0c2 Zj(1/m
e
+1/mj)
−1
β2j
∣∣∣∣.
As it an be seen from Eq. (11) a speial eletri eld, the so alled
Dreier (1959, 1960) eld
E
D
= −
(m
e
e
sign[β]
∣∣D∣∣)
∣∣∣∣∣
β=β
D
(13)
exists, whih makes the time derivative of the eletron's momentum vanish
by denition, i.e.,
dp/dt = 0. Thus there is a ritial veloity, the so-alled
4
In a fully ionised eletron-proton plasma Z
e
= 1 and Z
p
= 1 is satised.
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Dreier veloity β
D
, whih haraterises the hange of the eletron's mo-
mentum: If the initial eletron veloity
∣∣β
i
∣∣
is greater than the Dreier ve-
loity (
∣∣β
i
∣∣ > ∣∣β
D
∣∣
), the eletrons are aelerated nearly ollisionless and
are alled runaway eletrons (e.g., Holman, 1995). In the opposite ase
(
∣∣β
i
∣∣ < ∣∣β
D
∣∣
) they are thermalised due to the strong Coulomb ollisions.
The Fig. 4(a) shows the dependene of the absolute value of E
D
on N
e
and
T for β
D
= β
therm
.
The previously determined eletri eld of E ≈ −2.18× 10−3 V/m in the
orona orresponds to β
D
≈ 2.83β
therm
and therefore all the eletrons whih
possess a normalised veloity higher than 2.83β
therm
are loated in the run-
away regime. If an one dimensional relativisti Maxwellian veloity distri-
bution at a temperature of 1.4MK is assumed then about 2.3% of the total
available eletrons are fritionless aelerated by this eletri eld.
5. Conlusions
Eletron aeleration is a very important proess during solar ares, sine
a large fration of the released are energy is deposited in the energeti
eletrons (Lin and Hudson, 1971; Emslie et al., 2004). Suh eletrons an
be observed by in-situ spaeraft measurements, by their non-thermal ra-
dio signatures, and by the X-ray radiation whih they emit, if they travel
through the dense hromosphere. The paper at hand explains how a large
sale DC eletri eld is generated in the orona, whih subsequently an
aelerate the eletrons: The photospheri motion in bipolar ative regions
an generate eletri powers high enough to drive a system of eletri ir-
uits in the solar atmosphere. The photospheri motion an indue voltages,
beause the photospheri plasma is not fully ionised, i.e., it ontains a sub-
stantial part of neutral partiles. Due to the low resistivity of the oronal
plasma in omparison to the photospheri one, the system of eletri iruits
is losed through the orona, if there is a magneti onnetion between the
two regions of the bipolar ative region. Then a large sale DC eletri eld
an establish in the orona whih an be held responsible for the eletron
aeleration.
Adopting plausible values of parameters in the solar atmosphere (as
presented in this paper), an eletri eld of about −2mV/m is generated in
the orona. Suh a eld an aelerate suient (depending on the plasma
temperature more than 2% of the total) eletrons to kineti energies of up
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to around 240 keV in typial time sales of less than a seond (Ashwanden,
2002). The resulting uxes of energeti eletrons are of the order of 1036 1/s,
as it is really observed with the RHESSI spaeraft (Warmuth et al., 2007).
Aording to Ampère's law eletri urrents are the soures for magneti
elds. Basing on F
e
≈ 1036 1/s and onsidering (as usually observed) two
hard X-ray soures, the eletrial urrent related with the X-ray emission
an be estimated by I = eFe/2 = 8× 1016 A. Suh a urrent loalised in a
oronal loop would be related to a magneti ux density in the order of
B ≈ µ0I/L
s
≈ 1.44 kT, where µ0 represents the vauum permeability. On one
hand these extremely high magneti uxes are not observed in the solar
atmosphere, on the other hand the uxes of energeti eletrons dedued
from the hard X-ray observations (e.g., RHESSI ) are related with suh high
eletri urrents of the order of 1017 A. In order to anel the high magneti
elds indued in the orona by these high urrents, the oronal urrents
need to be oppositely direted and ospatially loated to eah other. The
system of eletri iruits as disussed here (see Fig. 3(a)) has two eletri
urrents (i.e., i5 and i6) through the orona. Note that the indued urrent
is independent from L
ph
, i.e. the photospheri length sale (see Eq. (5)).
The important onlusions of the model presented in this paper are:
1. The energy generated by the photospheri plasma motion is trans-
ported eletrially into the orona where it is transferred into the
are.
2. The photospheri plasma motion has enough power to support a are
in the orona.
3. The eletri elds related with the potential drops at the oronal re-
sistors are oppositely direted, so that the eletrons are aelerated to
two opposite diretions leading to a double soure of the hard X-ray
radiation, as it is usually observed.
The hard X-ray radiation is produed by bremsstrahlung of the energeti
eletrons in the dense hromospheri plasma (Brown, 1971, 1972).
In summary, in the solar atmosphere eletri iruits an be driven by an
eletri power supply indued by the photospheri motion in a bipolar ative
region. If these eletri iruits are losed via the orona, an eletri eld is
established along a oronal loop. Eletrons an be aelerated along these
large sale DC eletri elds. The so produed energeti eletrons an emit
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hard X-ray radiation. Therefore the model presented is in good agreement
with observations.
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